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CoolerAi’s digital cooler doors are the future of retail, transforming the way businesses showcase their 

products and engage with customers. These innovative doors feature advanced technology that pro-

vides an immersive and interactive experience, making it easier than ever for businesses to capture the 

attention of customers and boost sales. 

Digital cooler doors are the perfect solution for businesses looking to enhance their retail experience 

and increase sales. With the help of digital displays, businesses can engage customers in a more 

dynamic way and showcase products in vivid detail, leading to higher sales and increased customer 

satisfaction.

So why wait?
 

Make the switch to Digital Cooler Doors today & revolutionize your retail experience!

CoolerAi
Revolutionizing the Retail Experience



In today's highly competitive retail landscape, businesses strive to discover new and innovative meth-

ods to stand out from the crowd. CoolerAi's digital cooler doors provide the perfect solution. Our 

cutting-edge technology offers a transformative experience that will revolutionize the way you 

engage with customers.

Elevate Your Retail Experience
with CoolerAi's Digital Cooler Doors

With CoolerAi's digital cooler doors, you can captivate customers and leave a lasting impression.

Featuring high-definition, full-motion video embedded within the glass panel, our doors create an 

immersive and visually stunning experience. This innovative technology provides a compelling and 

unique way to connect with and inspire consumers at the point of purchase, utilizing sharp and

crystal-clear promotions.

Capture Customer Attention with CoolerAi's
Digital Cooler Doors



Our digital cooler doors are fully networked and powered by our RDM digital 

signage platform, enabling remote content management and scheduling. This 

allows you to easily update and personalize your promotions to meet your spe-

cific needs, ensuring that your messaging remains relevant and up-to-date at all 

times.

Effortless Content Management and
Customization

Step into the future of retail with CoolerAi's digital cooler doors. Elevate your 

customer experience, optimize your promotions, and unlock the full potential 

of your retail strategy. Embrace the possibilities and embrace success with our 

innovative solutions.

Reimagine Retail Possibilities with CoolerAi's
Innovative Solutions

CoolerAi's Digital Cooler Doors integrate cameras, sensors, and touch capabili-

ties, offering valuable shopper insights, real-time sales data, and interactive pro-

motions. With AI functions like depth  measuring, image recognition, and object 

tracking, you can make data-driven decisions for long-term profitability.

Unlock Real-Time Insights for Long Term
Profitability

Cooler AI empowers retailers to meet the needs of today's digitally savvy consumers right in their phys-

ical stores. With our innovative solution, businesses can achieve flawless merchandising, introduce new 

revenue streams, and enhance the overall shopping experience. By delighting customers with interac-

tive and engaging content, CoolerAi drives increased purchases and more frequent return visits, help-

ing businesses to thrive in today's competitive retail landscape.



CoolerAi enables brands to establish a direct and engaging connection with con-

sumers at the point of purchase, providing a powerful opportunity to increase sales 

and market share. By leveraging advanced technology and data analytics, CoolerAi 

helps brands deliver the right offerings and messages to the right audiences at the 

right time and place. With dynamic and eye-catching content, brands can capture 

consumers' attention and entice them to make a purchase, all while gaining valua-

ble insights into their preferences and behavior. By leveraging this data, brands can 

continuously optimize their strategies and drive even better results.

Empowering Brands at Point of Purchase



Solution Features:

Fully Networked: Our RDM digital signage 

platform empowers you to remotely 

manage and schedule content for seamless 

operation.

Multiple Manufacturers: We support vari-

ous cooler and freezer retrofit options from 

different manufacturers to provide flexibili-

ty and compatibility.

Interactive Capabilities: Optional touch 

capabilities enable interactive promotions, 

engaging customers in a unique way.

Camera and Sensor Options: Enhance 

functionality by incorporating camera and 

sensor options to gather valuable shopper 

insights.

M Sensor & AI Camera (AI Machine Vision 

Kit, Depth Measuring, Image Recognition): 

Sensors measure customer proximity to the 

cooler and consider contextual elements 

like weather or time, ensuring relevant 

content display.

Real-Time Sales: Leverage data-driven sales 

strategies to make informed decisions and 

drive long-term profitability.

Programmatic Advertising: AdRoll simplifies 

the management of multiple advertising 

channels through one programmatic platform.

Price Management: Identify popular items and 

tailor your value proposition to different

consumer categories.

Cloud Computing: Benefit from enhanced 

collaboration, cost savings, scalability, security, 

and flexibility through cloud computing.

Edge Computing: Our edge computing solu-

tion guarantees low latency, high bandwidth, 

and reliable computing and storage.

At CoolerAi we are committed to protecting your privacy and ensuring 

that any personal data collected through our AI sensors is processed 

securely and in compliance with applicable laws and regulations. 



CoolerAi's Commitment to Sustainability

At CoolerAi, we believe that sustainability should be at the forefront of our operations. We have imple-

mented several environmentally-focused goals that lead to the production of eco-friendlier goods and 

a reduction in our carbon footprint. We operate with an understanding of our social and environmental 

responsibilities, taking action in accordance with our sustainability philosophy.

We prioritize using products that consume less energy and have a longer lifespan. In 

addition, we have switched to environmentally friendly materials and reduced pack-

aging and waste in our operations.

We have developed features that help our users reduce their CO2 emissions while 

using our products. Our refrigerators with CoolerAi consume 43% less energy than 

standard glass doors, contributing to a more sustainable future.

At CoolerAi, we aim to become carbon neutral in the future. We have already taken 

steps towards this goal, such as equipping most of our displays with an innovative 

carbon savings meter.

Eco-Friendly Practices 

Reducing Energy Consumption

Carbon Footprint Reduction 

Our commitment to sustainability is an ongoing process that we take seriously. 

We will continue to innovate and implement eco-friendly practices to reduce our 

impact on the environment and provide sustainable solutions to our customers.



Maxmize your Brand’s Potential with CoolerAi’s
Ad Platform 
CoolerAi provides brands with a variety of ad options to effectively promote their products. With 

customized campaigns, you have the flexibility  to design and tailor ad campaigns to match your brand 

objectives. Choose from a range of ad formats, durations, and scheduling options to create impactful 

and customized campaigns that resonate with your target audience.

The full door ad is a visually striking and high-defi-

nition promotional display that extends across the 

entire glass panel of a  cooler or freezer door. This 

captivating ad format allows brands to effectively 

showcase their products and engage consumers 

within the retail environment, leaving a lasting 

impression.

Full Door Ad

Banner and spot ads are strategically positioned at 

top and eye-level, making them highly effective for 

building brand visibility. With their prominent 

placement, these ads create optimal  opportunities 

to increase brand recognition and capture the 

attention of consumers within the retail environ-

ment.

Banner & Spot Ads

The multi-door/wall ads create a unique and 

impactful in-store advertising opportunity by 

spanning across multiple doors. This continuous

ad format captivates consumers with its seamless 

visual experience, effectively showcasing prod-

ucts and leaving a lasting impression within the 

retail environment.

Multi Door/Wall Ad



About CoolerAi

CoolerAi is a leading provider of innovative digital cooler doors that are designed to revolutionize the 

way businesses engage with their customers. Our state-of-the-art technology provides an immersive 

and interactive experience that makes it easier than ever to showcase your products and capture the 

attention of your customers. At CoolerAi we are committed to helping businesses achieve their sales 

goals by providing cutting-edge digital signage solutions that are tailored to their specific needs. 

Whether you are looking to increase brand awareness, drive sales, or enhance customer engagement, 

our team of experts is here to help.

We understand that every business is unique, which is why we work closely with our clients to develop 

customized solutions that meet their individual needs. From initial consultation to final installation, we 

are dedicated to ensuring that our clients are satisfied with every aspect of our service.

CoolerAi emerged as a result of the exemplary success of our parent company, Regency, which has 

been exceeding customer expectations for over six decades. Over the past ten years, we have closely 

followed in our parent company's footsteps and established ourselves as a leading provider of innova-

tive digital cooler doors. Our team is comprised of highly skilled professionals with extensive knowl-

edge of the latest digital signage trends and technologies, ensuring that we deliver the highest quality 

products and services to our clients.

At CoolerAi we pride ourselves on our commitment to excellence, and we are constantly striving to 

improve our products and services to meet the evolving needs of our clients. We believe that our 

success is measured by the success of our clients, and we are dedicated to helping businesses achieve 

their full potential.

Thank you for considering CoolerAi as your digital signage partner. We look forward to working with 

you to achieve your sales and marketing objectives.
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